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Why do we feel a slight 
cold breeze? 
Because it’s autumn, and
 summer will  lee!
 
Why the heck are these 
leaves not green?
Because it’s autumn, have
 you not seen?
 
Remember the weather that
felt so free? 
Well, it’s autumn and it’s
 seen with the trees!
 
Look at the leaves, look at
 the leaves!
How great when they fall 
and don’t want to leave!
Look at the Leaves!
Vidal Muñoz
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 uickly, kiss the summer breeze
Fondly, before the coming chill
Burns itself into your cheeks
Ride the waning thermals and soar
Like Icarus, before you fall
Dreams  loating above the clouds
Are moored to dirty, foggy mire
Opportunities await to clear the path
Suspended from above by a string
And the few will know which ones to pull
Some will push themselves and jump
Only to hit their heads on a painted mirage
 
I’d like to truly say I’m sorry
To those who never had an e ual chance
E uality is mistaken for e uity
The world is like a many-sided die
With every person as a different value
The lower numbers watch untold setbacks
Push year-long plans into  ive, ten, or twenty
And it’s too late to let go of what you know
Force out a scream, but all you will hear
Are echoes of the waves you failed to make
Settle in your sandbox, it’s getting cold






















My head is pounding
My ears are sensitive
And my stomach is aching
These readings are too long
This song is too loud
This room is too bright
The A/C is too cold
Let me retreat to my blanket and sleep for  ive more minutes
I can't write
I can't sing
I can barely think
It's all just a blur of frustration and pain








i don’t think i believe in god anymore but
i can feel myself hoping 
that something greater
is behind every sunrise
that even though i haven’t eaten in days
i might still be able to savor this
& i sometimes imagine
those golden  ingers
extending between clouds
& burning my cheeks
aren’t from the sun
but from some
divine face
i have a lingering faith
that perfect moments do not happen
by chance but with intention
that someone above
is orchestrating it entirely
to present to me on the days
when getting out of bed
should be an olympic sport
& even though some days i feel closer
to heaven than i mean to
i don’t think i believe in god
at least not anymore











How many dawns will you see in your life?
Though they just unfold as inverted sunsets,
They serve as a precious daily reminder
That at the end of every period of darkness,
Tomorrow patiently awaits to slowly burn the haze
Built up during yesterday’s restless struggle.
 
An unwitting start at such an early hour
Softens even the most ossi ied of hearts.
 
Heal while resting in silence as insects awaken,
Alerting others with atonal buzzes and chirps;
Whining streetlights lose their usefulness
As the dark building facades brighten to slate.
When color returns and the streets become busy,





     As we lie in bed, I only discover more to love about you—the dark freckles
on your neck, the way your body slowly rises with each sleepy breath, the way
you hold me like I am the only one that matters. Maybe it’s just the sunburn
from the cloudy beach day, but I feel the heat radiating between us. That’s
 uite the paradox, isn’t it? The sun is not visible; the sky is gray and dreary.
Yet still the impact of the sun perseveres, leaving our skin scorched, hot to the
touch. That’s what you are for me. When my days were at their cloudiest, you
showed me how insigni icant it was, and you brought a whole new type of
sunshine into my life. I could stare at you for hours, examining the beauty of
the soft curves of your face. I feel like our lips would  it perfectly together, our
bodies changing into one energy.
     Maybe you will never know, and that scares the hell out of me. Words just
simply have to be spoken, yet I am so terri ied of these words that they could
remain unspoken forever. My thoughts just infecting my own mind like a
parasite. I know the longer I leave it, the more pain it will cause, but what if I
remove it and lose too much? What if I can’t live without it?
     Am I crazy? Do you feel it too? It may be a screwed up love story, but it
contains more love than I thought possible, even if I’m the only one who ever










i am all that is in between
i am all that ever was
& all that will be
i cover the vast ground
i spread across the night sky
i am in every breath of every being
& every tear you cry
i am the wind that raised you up
i am the storm that brought you down
i live inside your soul
i grow inside you now
i am the  ibers of the universe
the endless energy around
i  low from here to there
never wanting to be found
you may ask yourself my dear
what is it i can be
but did you stop to think
perhaps i am you,





all is that around 
AP Galassa
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is this where you reside? 
Is it just me,
wooed by the
fried fragrance and
a kiss from a beast?
My sandwich looks back at me,
hello,
how are you bread?
If this experience 
is religious,








shakes unholy warmth out.
Red-faced and repulsed yet,









     “Believe me, Mr. Anderson, it will be over before you know it.” 
     It made Chuck feel better thinking that it was Agent Smith, not his dental
surgeon, who was saying this to him. Neo was far braver than he would ever
be. He could even pretend he was getting that spy-worm implanted by the
Agents. How being in the Matrix would make the situation better, he had no
idea, but anything but wisdom teeth removal was welcome now. Chuck was
an eighteen year old, who had just  inished his  irst year of college with
puddle jumping colors. He was a B- or C+ student, who  irmly lived by the
“C’s get degrees” philosophy. He was an average looking kid, with short black
hair and green eyes. 
     “This surgery is routine, son. It won’t take more than an hour. In fact, this
is the only tooth that should take any time.” The doctor paused to gently poke
his left cheek, where his bottom wisdom tooth should be. “This one here is
impacted, and won’t come above the surface. Even that’s simple. Believe me,
you’re making the right decision getting these out.” 
     Dr. Jones smiled gently as he told his patient this information. He had told
this to him before, but his wide eyes and shaking hands demanded that the
normal platitudes be reiterated. The doctor reminded Chuck of his dad, as
they both had similar salt and pepper hair that was cut to the most
professional of lengths. There was a patch in the back of his head where the
skunk-patterned forest refused to grow, but the doctor made it look digni ied.
      He trusted this doctor, but this did not prevent his hands from gripping
the arm of the chair like a woman held her discounted toaster on Black
Friday. The  ist he made as he gripped his chair was strong enough to knock
out Mike Tyson as the doctor put the IV into his arm. The doctor smelled like







     Dr. Jones and Nurse Margaret, a skinny old woman with Cherry Crush
L’Oréal hair dye, continued their soothing waves of comfort as Chuck’s eyelids
became the door of a frat boy’s Jeep, and slammed shut. 
     “I’d like to get that impacted one out  irst, Margaret. It’ll make our job
much easier once we get that out of the way.”
     “Good idea, Will.” 
      Dr. William Jones could have suggested bashing Chuck’s head in with a
brick, and Margaret would agree. They had been working together for
twenty- ive years, and he had always been successful. He knew surgery better
than a mom knew where the wine was hidden. 
     “Scalpel.” 
     “Scalpel.” 
     Once the mouth was properly held open, Will reached into the back left
corner of the young adult’s mouth to make an incision on top of his gum. 
      It was then that the doctor thought he saw something move. It had to be a
trick of the light as the gums moved away from the incision. 
     The doctor then moved to slice the gum in front of the tooth. He had to
move the bone that blocked the tooth’s crown so he could begin the
extraction. With hands as immobile as a politician’s position, the doctor
removed the bone before the tooth. 
     Then, he did something he hadn’t done in thirty years of dentistry. 
     He gasped. 
     In the cavity where the tooth should lie was a worm. It tried to recoil back
into the damp recess as the surgical light shined down on its skin. The worm
was a pulsating mass of  lesh colored slime. It brushed against Will’s hand as
he got too close, and he  uickly recoiled. 
     “Tongs, Margaret.”
     “Tongs? Will—”
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     “Tongs!”
     The nurse  uickly complied.
     As Will moved towards the creature with the tongs, it tried to escape. It
moved from its home in an attempt to slither to the back of the throat. He
caught it just in time, and began to slowly pull it out. 
     Margaret screamed. 
     The worm, fully uncoiled, was a foot long. It started to wither as soon as it
left its sanctuary. One end curled about the tongs to investigate while the
other end tried to pry itself free. 
     “Will… what is that?”
     “I have no idea. Go grab a jar or container or… or something!” 
     Margaret nodded, and  uickly returned with a blue sandwich box. She had
 inished her lunch before the surgery, which she was starting to regret now. 
     The doctor dropped the worm in before closing the lid over it. They could
 igure out what the hell it was later. Will returned his attention to the
previous residence of their slithery adversary. It ate a small hole into the tooth
beside it, as well as the bone before it. It also presumably ate the tooth that it
took the place of. 
      Inside the crevice remained white circles, left behind by the creature. No
amount of water or poking would move them. They were embedded.
     “We need to move to the other teeth before he wakes up, Will.”
     Will agreed, after some silent contemplation. The other teeth were devoid
of parasites. They had just  inished up by the time Chuck returned to
consciousness. His mother was anxious to get him home.. So anxious that she
told the doctor to ‘call her with the details’ later. 
     When he did call, the mother laughed at him. Eggs in his teeth? Absurd! 
     The parasite was shipped off to a lab to be studied for further information. 
     This was out of his hands now. 
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     Chuck stood in the bathroom mirror as he took out his old gauze. He had
his left  inger hooked in his cheek to pull it back. He removed the bloody
gauze with his right hand. 
     He could have sworn he saw his gum move, but he chalked it up to the
painkillers. They make you high, right?
     He placed the new gauze over it, and thought no more of the gnawing pain
















and before i know it





i wish you were here
holding me
so i could remember
a Light in the dark







     Now I have everything that I could have ever dreamt up. The servants line
the hallway of my room, ready to jump out the window just to make way for
my departure to the bathroom. I am serenaded by classical new-age music
wherever I go. It might be Bach. I never have the heart to ask.
     All of my basic human needs are ful illed. I think back to Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs, and how it feels oh so ironic now. The most basic (water,
food, heat) do not compare to that which is near the top. A starving man with
a family who loves him will keep on going, yet the richest men may die alone
from bullets they drove into their own heads. Long story medium, I have
morphed into a lonelier version of myself. 
     It’s not that I would give it all back. This is what I asked for, and prayed
for, beside my cheap furnishings. Father had gotten married again, this time
to an oxygen tank. They never endeavored to leave each other’s sides. I
imagine mother would have cried oceans of tears if she could see. At least now
he can breathe properly. 
     Nothing is ever how we foresee it. I am now the dog-like media’s chew-toy,
a compartmentalized vision of all that they  ind wrong in common-folk. If
they want to bite at my heels, so be it. It is simply the most exhausting thing I
have ever had the pleasure of being ac uainted with. Being poor was less
stressful.
      Some days I fantasize of jumping off the royal balcony. Oh how that
would cause such a stir! The excuses they would come up with. I’m sure that
they would blame my genetics. They’d say my hair was falling out. The haters
would say I was a wimp, and the pitiful would chalk it up to being a lapse of
judgement. I would blame it on the light refracting off my eyes. 








palace—although that is not what I am talking about. This is not what I
signed up for, and yet my signature stays on the dotted line. Maybe that is






The lights outside come on before it gets dark 
            around this part of the city
 
A young girl waits on Ryerson for the man 
            with his dog to walk by
 
The street gets  uiet as the sun sets, with loud
             gusts of wind from the trucks rushing by 
             up the hill around the dead man’s curve
 
The falls rush on a mile down the road
             there’s always tra  ic over the bridge near McBride
 
The town should put up a stoplight but they probably
                       won’t 
          but that’s alright because it gives me a moment to
                                  catch
          a  uick glimpse of the water crashing down from the 
                                              Passaic
 
Fireworks have been going off every night since the fourth of July
           every day we survive 
           brings forth an evening 
           of celebration
 
And anyway, the explosions make it easier to ignore
            the sound of gunshots
            that echo from downtown
            as the kids from up the hill 
shoot
and the kids from down the hill                                                           






A man with a limp leg works the exit on Grand Street
             he needs change
             but not the kind 
             that can  it in his cup
             give him a cigarette instead
 
Trolleys drive through the renovated artists district off route 80
              where fresh bricks line the walls of buildings
              it looks like a place that’s going somewhere
 
But the wounds suffered in the late 1700s still bleed
             stitches are coming undone
             as the last shreds of life 
             crumble from the old silk mill
 
The  irst casualty of the industrial age
              like a ripe plum sucked dry and left
              to rot in a sweltering summer’s sun
              this city fears not the falls running dry
 
As the ocean’s temperature continues to rise
            and hope seems to fade further into obscurity
            and the truth becomes subjective
 
            if history is written by those on top
            they likely won’t remember
            those who built it for them
 
            the unspoken heroes




     Some people get famous by acting, which is frankly overrated. There are
far too many actors schmoozing it up in Hollywood. 
     I’ve also never liked actors, so maybe I’m biased. 
     Other people, in a more respectable route, invent something and
contribute the next Sham-Wow or Clapper to society. These people are
certainly more likable. Instead of lying to their audience, they are honest in
addressing real life problems. 
     I’ve never liked liars. 
     As for me, I got famous for killing people. 
     Why’d I do it? Mind your own business, that’s why. 
     You may be wondering why I’m not rotting away in a cell, holding on
tightly to my soap. I’d like to thank the  ifth amendment for avoiding this
fate. You can’t be tried twice for the same crime in the US of A. That’s called
double jeopardy, and it’s a big no-no. 
     They had su  icient evidence to keep me in jail long enough to get a mom
to admit her little gremlin baby isn’t all that cute. I would have spent the rest
of my life looking at the singing birdies from beyond the constraints of my
cage. I know, I could have been more careful. At least I don’t pretend I’m
smarter than I actually am. 
     Mr. Bates, the prosecutor, should have been my hangman. I think he might
have preferred that profession, if he was born wherever they had hangmen.
He’d  it well in the Iron Age or Texas, so either or. His downfall was
withholding evidence from discovery in order to surprise my lawyer. This is
pretty unethical, in the law’s eyes. In my eyes, he became my guardian angel.
The judge had no choice but to declare a mistrial, and I was free.
     I should tell you that I’m not infamous, like O  or Casey Anthony, but





has  inally paid off. People lie to themselves, they think that they’re not
capable of such monstrous things as murder, even though their fascination
with it is clear. I’m famous, I think, because I represent the truth of what
society is capable of producing. 
     Tonight, I get to be on a talk show. I’ve never been on a talk show. I’ve
been on the news, namely Mornin’ 'Merica with Marcy McKinty. Marcy’s as
sweet as she is appealing, but she’s terri ied of me. I can’t see why, as I pose no
threat to her. I can only stay off the hook if I don’t kill again. If I do, that’s a
whole different case that I can be charged for, and the police are bargain
hunters looking for the opportunity to snip my case from the magazine. My
self control angers them, when it should be a relief. 
     My dressing room is surprisingly lavish. It’s almost as if this is to appease
me, and avoid a murderous rampage. I don’t bother to explain to them how
much effort they are wasting. Everyone loves a good bribe. A leather couch
stands against the eggshell wall. This couch has probably been used for
casting, and I smile as I imagine it. 
     My reverie is cut short by the head-shot of tonight’s host, Jimmy Caper.
The late night industry loves their Jims. His picture mocks me, as he is
certainly the one that got to do the casting. The host is doing a zany pose in
his photo. He has  inger guns aimed at the viewer, and a cheeky grin. Caper
wears a suit, as seems to be the case with all late night hosts. His is a velvet
blue, which matches his eyes. His blond hair is a respectably handsome kind
of messy, which is the style girls swoon over after than those gremlin babies. 
     I hate him already. 
     I turn my back to the host to admire the other amenities. Against the far
wall is a make-up table—or whatever it’s called. I presume it is for girls to play
make believe, and mask themselves behind all that goo. Directly next to this is
a table covered in a red velvet cloth, and an assortment of food. 
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Shrimp Cocktail, pretzel factory nuggets, sandwiches, and so on. I push the
tablecloth back to see the cafeteria-style gray table beneath. 
     Lies.
     You’ve got to cut corners somewhere, I guess. 
     There is a knock at the door as soon as I grab a nugget. Jimmy steps inside
without waiting for an answer, which makes me hate him more. He’s  uick to
close the door behind him, but I manage to catch a glimpse of his bodyguard
outside. 
     “There’s America’s favorite killer! How are ya, bud?” Jim claps my shoulder
as he extends his opposite hand to shake. My reluctance seems to put him on
edge, but I eventually shake his hand. 
     “Just peachy, thanks.” 
     “How’re ya enjoying your room? Can I getcha anything?” 
     “You or your assistants?” After I ask this, I pop a pretzel into my mouth. 
     His smile falters slightly, and I can see him become nervous. His hand grips
his wrist, and strokes his Rolex for comfort. This is the real Jimmy. The rest is
just a facade. A lie. 
     “I just came to see how you’re doin’. Excited?” His suave mask is back now. 
     “Ecstatic.”
     “You should be! All these people came to see you.” 
     I was told earlier that the audience had to sign a waver, consenting to be in
the same room as me. It’s unwelcome to surprise people with murderers as
guests. As public opinion tends to go strongly in both directions, they had to
make sure the audience wanted to be here. I have received both death threats
and marriage proposals from strangers. I can’t tell you which I hate more.         
     “Interesting, isn’t it?” 
     Jim nods his head, although he decides to ignore the weight of what I’ve
just said. “Listen, I’ve gotta get ready. See ya out there, okay?” 
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     He slapped my back once more, then disappeared into the hallway. As he
walks off, I can hear him say, “Even Ted Bundy had some charm, I thought he
might, too.” 
     I didn’t get the memo to act charming. Perhaps he should interview Zac
Effron. 
     I spend the remaining time eating and shooing away the make-up artist.
He says that I’m too pale for TV, but that isn't my problem. I’m not going to
disguise myself for Jimmy’s sake. An assistant comes to get me  ive minutes
before showtime. She may also be an intern, considering how young she is, but
I don’t care enough to ask. 
     “Nervous?” she asks.
     “No, but you are.”
     She won’t look at me anymore. 
     As I stand behind the curtain,  I hear Jimmy begin my introduction. The
crowd hushes in anticipation. When the curtains part, and the band begins to
play, the crowd goes berserk. They clap violently and I’m given a standing
ovation. 
     It’s odd, what people will celebrate. 
     I pause as I examine the screaming mass before me. I notice a dent. There is
one person who remains sitting. He’s a balding, middle aged man in a tight
collared shirt. I’m afraid the buttons may pop because he is so fat. I imagine
him exploding as I walk to my seat. 
     Jimmy smiles like the Girl Scout who just sold you a hundred Thin Mints
rather than one due to some gross misunderstanding. He claps me on the back
and shakes my hand once more.
     Smiles.
     I look into the crowd as I take my seat. 





     I look to my fat friend. 
     Rage.
     I decide I like him the best. He’s the only honest person here. 
     I’m the shark behind the a uarium glass, eyeing prey as they look into my
exhibit; exciting behind the glass, but no one would like to come swim with
me. Fat-Man is the only one who understands this. 
     “Welcome!” the host breaks the silence, and my reverie. 
     I hate him the most. He runs the a uarium. 
     “Thank you.”
     I’m expected to say that it is great to be here, but I’m not a liar like the rest
of them.
     “So, I have to ask. What’s it like?” 
     “What?”
     “You killed and skinned a whole family, dog and all. What’s that like?” 
     “The answer will disappoint you.” 
      Jim leans forward in his desk. “Try me.” 
     The anticipation is killing him. I wish he would drop dead, but
unfortunately this is only a turn of phrase. 
     “I didn’t feel anything. Who says you have to?”
     The host seems caught off guard. “So you didn’t do it because it excites you,
or turns you on, or anything?”
     “I did it because I wanted to.”
     “You didn’t have any other motive?” 
     “No.” 
     “Did you know them?”
     “No.”
     “Had you seen them before?” 
     “No.”
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     The audience seems disappointed now. They murmur to one another. I
can’t hear them, but I’m sure they’re disappointed there’s no emotional display
of acrobatics. Again, they could have brought on an actor for this. 
     Jim shu  les his  uestion cards. “Why do you think you’re so popular?”
     The crowd hushes as they await my answer once more. Fat-Man still looks
like he hates me. 
     Good. 
     “Why do you think I’m so popular?”
     “I asked you  irst.”
     “Humor me.”
     “Well…” Jim has to think. People only think in Hollywood to count
calories, so this takes him a while. “People  ind murderers interesting. They
just made that whole Ted Bundy documentary, and those murder shows get a
lot of buzz.”
     I smile. “Wrong.” 
     My interviewer falters. “Why? What do you think?”
     “You fear me. It’s that simple. I’ve done something all of you consider
heinous, something you lie to yourself and say you could never do. I’m what
you are capable of, but don’t have the balls to do. I stabbed children in front
of their parents, soaked in their screams, hung their skins with the curtains,
and yet I face no punishment. You fear that people like me walk among you,
so you put me in the hardest spot to hide—the public eye. You’ve put me in a
prison without bars.”
     There is silence as both host and crowd contemplate my statement. Even
Fat-Man seems to listen as he throws invisible daggers at me with his gaze. 
     “Well… Maybe we should move on to a lighter topic—”
     “I’ve had enough of this shit!” Fat-Man stands up, a look of determination
on his face. I recognize it instantly.
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     Someone is going to die. 
     “Sir—”
     “Shut the fuck up! How dare you give this monster any screen time?”
     “I think we better get security—”
     “Too late.” Fat-Man rips open his shirt to reveal a bomb strapped to his
chest. “Your security is as disgusted as you should be. They’ve locked all the
doors. You and all the other assholes who supported this sick fuck are going to
die.”
     I knew I liked this man. 
     Pandemonium breaks loose. 
     Jimmy pushes back from his desk, and rushes to the curtains. His hoards of
fans  lood after him. People push one another back into the aisles as they try
to get ahead.  An elderly woman gets shoved to the ground, and is promptly
trampled. A woman screams as she watches this happen. The band throws
their instruments down as they join their boss at the curtain.
     Jimmy Caper bangs his  ist against the door, his voice cracking as the tears
ran down his face.
     No one smiles anymore. 
     No one pretends to be happy they are trapped here. 
     Only Formerly-Fat-Man and I remain where we are. He challenges me with
a glare, but I smile. 









It’s much too late and far too bright
For such a lonely hour of night
The light from the cities is certain to blame
I’ll watch it fade when I drift and crash
Due to never having the time to close my eyes
Only held together by a fear of the  uiet
And a deathly grip on what parts remain
I look up and see a perfect circle
Gracefully, patiently arcing above
Fully revealed in its celestial beauty
Cutting through the urban glow secondhand
Brightening up an otherwise dull hour
I fall  uiet, with the wind forming symphonies
And  ind myself in a dark stretch of empty road
For a moment, it’s only me and our sister
Entangled in a dance that spans millennia
For a moment, the rush to push falls away




The Full Moon & Myself 
Zach Joy
33
I’m starting to think the people that live above me
Have a horse
That only exists between 10PM and 3AM
Exclusively on the nights before I wake up
At an unspeakable hour for work.
That seems like the most logical explanation for the 
Post- uiet-hours hubbub. 
 
I can just picture him
(not to assume this horse’s gender)
Up there, dancing,
Swishing his luscious mane 
And clip-clopping to the beat of
“Africa” by Toto or some other meme-song;
“All Star,” perhaps? The “Cotton Eye Joe”? “Everytime We Touch” by Cascada?
 
Maybe he is dancing at a wedding reception – his wedding reception?
Maybe he’s gotten his horse hooves polished
And new horseshoes forged
Then installed by the best horseshoe cobbler in town
And he’s getting down to “Sweet Caroline”
With a group of his horse buddies from college:
Appaloosa State, class of 2009








His horse bride 
(not to assume this horse’s sexuality)
Has probably just thrown the horse bou uet
With a mighty back swing of her muscular horse-neck
And that’s why it sounds like
A trillion seagulls with bowling balls for feet
Are dive-bombing each other
To catch a single airborne Crab Fry
Tossed by some shoobie into the space above me.
Because the whole horse wedding party
Is whinnying and braying and 
Scrambling like ponies to snatch the peonies
In between their crooked horse teeth
So that next week
When I am attempting to gather sleep
They will break out the horse champagne yet again
From 10PM to 3AM only.
 
I’m happy for the new horse couple,
I really am!
But who marries on a Monday night?
I suppose horses don’t have to get up early
On weekdays
And go to horse class and horse work all day,
Especially when they live in apartment buildings.
 
So, at 3AM, when the new horse couple
Has ridden off into the horse sunset – 
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Or rather, sunrise –
And the stragglers of the herd
Try to keep the horse party going, 
Drunkenly bumping their hooves to the “Cha Cha Slide”
(can horses get drunk?)
I make the call down to the front desk.
 
But I don’t stay mad for long
No – how could I stay mad at these newlyweds?
I  inally fall asleep with the details of their horse wedding in my head
And thank god it was only a horse wedding tonight
And not a horse honeymoon;
I can’t imagine anyone could sleep through that.
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it’s gnats, or fruit  lies 
            i’m not sure the difference
they won’t go away.
we cleaned the apartment 
sink to toilet
& still gnats (or fruit  lies) surprise us.
maybe it’s the pumpkin 
i got with you
rotting from the center
& only the gnats (or fruit  lies) 
can taste it 
             no 
             i can taste it
your rotting seeds & slimy  lesh 
i can taste it too.
it’s getting worse 
the longer october stays,
sticking to the edges
of my windpipe
             your rotten taste 
             not the gnats (or fruit  lies)
             although they get close
your beer left a stale smell 
in my apartment
it lives here now
right next to the burnt pepperoni 
at the bottom of the oven.
the gnats (or fruit  lies) love it




what's that smell? 
AP Galassa
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sipped & spilled ale
             next to your blood stain
a mickey mouse bandage 
will be the last thing i give you.
perfume of brie hangs thick
             suffocates me
but lemon air freshener won’t do much 
good this time
             then again it never really does
the internet says there is a distinct 
difference between gnats & fruit  lies
              but they’re too small 
              for me to notice












with moving water that varies in pace.
Waves mimicking 
a dance of much enjoyment,
with a rhythm that moves 
at the intensity of your daily schedule.
 
My tree, 
an object of endless growth.
Same tree, 
same pages.
With each day adding a new inch,
a new task,
both important to my  uality of life.
I can leave a tree,
leave the duties I wrote in your pages
yet when I return
the tree is still there,
you are still there.
This time simply
a little bit greater,




Ode To A Planner 
Rudy Joseph
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These tangible items 
contribute
to the 
makeup of your pages;
to the 
spiral binds that hold you together;
to the 
colorful indication of your monthly tabs.
 
Filled with your lines of mystery,
dates yet to be shown,
with the hidden activities 
you allow me to reveal.
 
You are
the dark matter 
of stationery,
containing an endless space
of possibility. 
We can see 
what awaits, 
but it is unknown of





     I am paralyzed between my inability to crush his dreams and follow my
own. It is turning into a chronic disease.
     My past paramours were cruel and cold and warm only once in a full
moon. They were the type to leave me stranded in a Prom slow-dance, the
type to push and pull but only on their terms. That was love for me. Love is a
violent, evil little thing.
    The man that is with me now has manners. He holds doors, and my hand,
and tugs hard at my shoulder blades when we embrace. I feel as though I have
ingested rat poison.
     I do not feel as though it would be so bad if it were not so foreign. He
speaks a language my brain was not wired for. I expect to be spat on and
gaslit. I expect to be obsessed over, or to be the obsessor. He wants to bundle
up and spend the night in.
     Other men have caught my attention, and I have caught theirs. I entertain
them, but never all the way like I wish I would. I’m my own homewrecker. My
parents’ 25-year-long marriage would be proud.
     He is a nice guy. Do nice guys  inish last? They do not. They simply do not
have the heart to accept  irst place.
     I am thinking of pulling him to the side and telling him the truth. I want to
look him straight in the eyes, and watch the  ire in him burn out. I want to







     Ralph Cramdon had somehow made the job of a bus driver look more
appealing than it truly was. Morris Mason didn’t even have a cheeky wife to go
home to. Sitcoms should come with warning labels, much like those gaudy
stunt shows, to avoid trapping unsuspecting victims in monotonous jobs. 
Morris had expected life to go differently. As a boy, he wanted to be a baseball
player. If you asked him, Morris would tell you he was pretty darn good too.
Once he tore his ACL, he tore his dreams to shreds. 
     The aspiring athlete became the real life Pillsbury Dough Boy—only
signi icantly less cute. His once thick, black hair had receded, and he sported a
diamond shaped bald spot. The hair that he did have left was graying in the
most non-distinguished fashion it could possibly muster. Morris’ spry
demeanor became as  labby as a Republican’s personality. He could hardly
muster the energy to press his foot against the gas. If he did not need the
money to carry on his previous existence, he might protest the action of
moving his feet all together. 
     Morris had maintained this tedium for twenty years. He had applied for his
job out of necessity, since he could no longer be in the minor leagues, and he
was rounding the bus stops ever since. He had given up the pursuit of love, as
he decided that no woman would be happy with a shuttle bus driver. He was
right, with that attitude. 
     It is in this pathetic state of existence that he drove his shuttle. He had
traded shifts with Trent, one of the younger drivers, who had a Hawaiian
vacation to go on. Morris thought that the kid must have robbed a bank, or
embezzled some money since no bus driver makes enough to go on vacation. 
     If anyone deserved a vacation, it was Morris. Well– that’s what he told
himself. 







big enough to be pitched. Even with his windshield wipers at full strength, his
vision was blocked by the li uid sheets. He had done the same thing over and
over for twenty years, after all. It was all very mechanic.
     Drive. 
     Stop. 
     Open door.
     Close door. 
     Repeat.
     He wished that the route would change, that something would change. 
     Was that insanity?
     He didn’t care enough to look it up. 
     It was the late night shift, and six A.M. couldn’t come soon enough. The
shuttle dropped into a pothole, and caused the whole vehicle to rattle. It still
made Morris jump, regardless of how used to it he should be. In his twenty
years of employment, the road remained unpaved. The administration, it
seemed, were too busy refurbishing their own buildings. The shuttle escaped
the pothole, although the resulting thud made Morris think the bottom of the
shuttle would one day fall out, and continued onto the bridge. 
     The bridge went over the highway in the mountains. The bridge was thin
as a  mother of  ive’s patience, and only the shuttles were permitted to use it. 
 It was a steep drop to the road below, which was why Morris always hated
driving over it. 
     As Morris neared the end of the bridge, he slammed on his breaks. 
The rain must be playing tricks on him. It had to be. There were two paths
before him. One was the regular, poorly maintained campus road. Garbage
was thrown into the forest on either side, and half of the street lights  lickered
constantly. The other road was freshly paved. The campus was far too busy
giving deans raises and  ixing administrative buildings to maintain roads so 
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well. He couldn’t see too far down this path, as there were no street lamps. 
     Morris contemplated this discovery. This was probably the most exciting
thing that happened to him, or would happen to him, his whole career. No—
His whole life. 
     It almost seemed rude to deny this chance at bat. 
     As he turned his bus down the road, illumination came from an unknown
source. He imagined that there were lights hiding somewhere in the trees. At
least that was how reality seemed to work. Lights just didn’t appear from thin
air. Right?
     Maybe he would know if he had paid attention in school. 
     The lights cut through the rain as abruptly as a New Jersey driver on the
parkway. Further down the road a bus stop became visible through the light’s
glow. Morris felt a pang of guilt, as he imagined all the students he had left
waiting out here throughout the years. He just learned of this spot’s existence,
but he imagined the students wouldn’t take that as an excuse. 
     As he drew closer, he could see a  igure sitting on the bench under the bus
stop’s glass shelter, with a black e uipment bag leaning against the wall.
Morris tried to picture the campus map. Was there a baseball  ield around
here? There had to be. Aside from the fact that it was three A.M, it's awfully
annoying to drag your bag out of the way for no reason. 
     The campus shuttle pulled up slowly before coming to a stop. Morris
pulled the lever in order to open the doors. The hinges screamed with want of
oil. The kid stepped onto the bus, and took the front-most seat on the right
hand side. 
     “Where to kid?”
     “I’ll let you know when to stop.”
     Strange, but not uncommon. Sometimes the freshman didn’t know the





     Morris nodded and pulled the lever once more. The doors scream as they
comply, and the shuttle starts off once again. 
     “Slow night?” 
      Morris looked up into the rear-view mirror at his passenger. He sat on the
worn, red seat with his bag leaning against the window on the neighboring
seat. His legs were outstretched into the aisle, and he crossed his arms over
them as he leaned forward. He had a baseball cap on, but tufts of black hair
stuck out from underneath. He looked familiar. Maybe the driver had picked
him up before? It was hard to keep track of these kids. 
     “It’s three A.M. It’s always slow now.” 
     “I guess so.”
     “What’re ya doin’ out at three A.M. anyhow?” 
     The kid didn’t respond. Instead, he smiled in the most innocent fashion he
could muster. Morris imagined that he was smoking pot, or drinking. He
didn’t want to get ratted out. 
    There was a long moment of silence before the passenger started talking
again. “I’m Mo.” 
     “Good name.”
     “Thanks, I guess my mom thought so too.” A pause. “What’s your name?”
     “Morris.”
     “Good name. That’s my name too, actually. Mo’s a nickname.” 
     Poor kid. That was such an old man name. Morris had a faint memory of
his own mom calling him Mo, but it faded the longer he focused on the road.
The strange path began to merge back onto that of the main campus. 
     The rain and wind picked up wildly once he left the path. He had to strain
his eyes to see the road ahead. Once he reached a red light, he cast another
glance back at Mo. The driver couldn’t help but notice that the kid was dry. It
looked like the rain avoided him like customer service people try to avoid
angry customers. 
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     “Were ya waiting long?” 
     “Not really.”
     “Where’d ya come from?”
     “Campus.”
     Some part of Morris knew Mo was being vague on purpose. Not in a
malicious way, but he seemed to be hiding something. Maybe he just didn’t
want some old man knowing his every location. 
     “So ya play ball, huh?”
     The light turns green.
     “Yup. I play on the Stingers.”
     “Hey, that’s the name of my old college team. Small world. Is that really
this school’s team too?” 
     “No, I think they’re the Pirates.”
     Morris furrowed his brow, but decided not to push it. 
     The upcoming stop had no people waiting, so Morris continued onward. 
     “Y’know, when I was a kid, I played ball. I was pretty good, too.” 
     “And then you tore your ACL.”
     Morris slammed his foot on the break, and was instantly thankful that the
roads were empty. “How the hell’d you know that?”
     Mo gave the same smile from earlier, only he decided to pair it with words.    
“Haven’t ya  igured it out? I’m you, Morris.” 
     Morris shook his head. “The fuck you are.” He pulled over to the side of the
road, and returned the doors to their agony. “Get out.”
     Mo made no effort to leave. Instead, he reached into his bag and pulled out
a scrap of paper, before holding it out for the elder man. 
     The shuttle driver eyed the kid with distrust before rising to snatch the








     Morris’s hand began to crinkle the paper from the pressure it exerted.
Mom had put that letter in his bag for his freshman year play off game. He
had commuted to college, since he lived close, so Mom had slipped the note in
his bag before he left. Mom was hit by some asshole strung out of his mind as
she was driving to the game. She was in a coma for two days before she died. 
     “Jesus, kid, how… where…”
     “I told ya, man, I’m you. Mom wrote that for us. I always keep it in my bag
for–”
     “Good luck.” Morris  ished into his pocket to  ind his wallet. It was once
black leather, but it had long since faded. In his bill-pocket, along with some
crumpled ones, was the same piece of paper. The writing was faded, as was the
paper, but they were otherwise identical.
     “What do you want from me? Are ya here to tell me I’m wasting my life
doin’ this shit? That I should try to play ball again?”
     “No, I think ya tell yourself that enough.”
     “I guess so.”
     “I’m actually here to send ya down memory road—or lane. We never did
pay attention in class, or maybe we’d know it.”
     Morris simply shrugged, and continued to drive onward. “So I guess I don’t
have to let you off anywhere, huh? Since you’re a  igure of my imagination or
somethin’.” 
     “I would like to stop at the bridge.”




     “Christ, man, who d’ya think I am?”
     “I think you’re me with more balls. If I was you I’d push me off.”
     Mo simply shook his head. “When we fell, we really fell hard, huh, Morris?”
     The kid had a point. 
     As he focused on the road once more, he began assessing the downward
spiral– no, collision, that was his life. After Mom died, Morris pushed himself
to train harder and harder, so that he could make it to the minor leagues. He
had to make something of himself to make Mom proud. He even got a
beautiful girlfriend named Tiffany somewhere along the way.
     One stop goes by. No people. 
     He tore his ACL the practice before playoffs. The doctor said that he
wouldn’t be able to play ball anytime soon, and he lost his shot at the big
leagues. Scouts were going to be looking for him at playoffs, but didn’t come
back for him. Tiffany left him as the prospect of being married to a rich
baseball player vanished. 
     Another empty stop goes by. 
     Morris became depressed. No girl was interested in the sad sack he became
since no one could deal with his constant moping. He started to run low on
money, so he found a job driving shuttles. It was only supposed to be a job to
get back on his feet, but it lasted twenty dreadful years.
     The pothole rocked him back into reality. 
     “Stop here,” Mo instructed. 
     Morris complied, and opened the doors. “Goodbye, I guess.” 
     “I need ya to come with me for a minute,” Mo responded as he slung his
bag over his shoulder. “I promise I won’t push ya.”
     Morris shrugged, and put the shuttle in park. He didn’t bother to turn the
engine, as he doubted anyone would want to steal it. 
     “I haven’t been real honest with ya, Morris. There’s another reason I’m
here.” 
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     Mo led him forward toward the bridge’s railing. As they got closer, he
could see a gaping hole in the side of the bridge that had previously been
obscured by rain and fog. 
     “I’m here to—well, I guess it’s easier to show ya.” Mo pointed down to the
roadway below. 
     The mist cleared at Mo’s command. He could see red,  lashing lights down
below. Policemen encircled the cliff-side closest to the bridge. About ten feet
above them, on a mountain ledge, was a shuttle. 
     It was standing vertically, with the bumper of the vehicle facing upwards.
The front of the bus was smashed inwards. 
     There was only one problem with the image before him: his shuttle was the
only one running this late. 
     He turned to look at the duplicate shuttle behind him. 
     Mo sat at the wheel, turned in the seat to face his elder self. “Ready?”
     Morris nodded his head, and boarded his shuttle for the last time. 
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